INTRODUCTION: Four species and two subspecies of the genus *Diabrotica* are recorded as serious pests of corn, cucumbers, and other plants. These are as follows: the spotted cucumber beetle or southern corn rootworm, *D. undecimpunctata howardi* Barber, Fig. 2; the western spotted cucumber beetle, *D. undecimpunctata undecimpunctata* Mann.; the northern corn rootworm, *D. longicornis* (Say), Fig. 3; the banded cucumber beetle, *D. balteata* Lec., Fig. 1; and the western corn rootworm, *D. virgifera* Lec.

ECONOMIC IMPORTANCE AND HABITS: The loss to corn by the various rootworms probably equals that caused by the European corn borer (Ball, 1957, p 126), the most important single pest of corn. The species and subspecies attacking cucumber and other cucurbits are among the most important pests of these crops.
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**Fig. 1. Banded cucumber beetle.**  **Fig. 2. Spotted cucumber beetle.**  **Fig. 3. Northern corn rootworm.**  (LINES EQUAL ACTUAL SIZE)

The spotted cucumber beetle (known in south-eastern U.S. as the southern corn rootworm) is the most important pest of this group. It occurs throughout the United States east of the Rocky Mountains. This beetle is a very general feeder and is recorded from over 200 common crops, grasses, and weeds. It is most injurious to corn and cucumbers but also attacks peanuts, lima beans, peas, and many other garden plants. The larvae burrow into roots, crown, and stems of corn, and the roots of cucumber. The injury is especially serious to young plants. The adults feed on the foliage and fruit of cucumber and the foliage and silk of corn. In the southern part of the range there are two generations per year, in the north there is one; the adult overwinters. Due to the wide range of crop plants this insect feeds on, the total damage it causes places it among our most injurious insect pests. In addition this beetle transmits the causative agent of cucurbit wilt and bacterial wilt or Stewart's disease.

The western spotted cucumber beetle (nearly identical in appearance and similar in habits to the spotted cucumber beetle) occasionally causes serious damage to corn, crop plants, grasses, and orchards. It has recently been shown to transmit the causative agent of the squash mosaic virus (Freitag, 1956, p 73). This subspecies is common in Colorado, Arizona, California, and Oregon.

The northern corn rootworm occurs throughout the upper Mississippi Valley and is one of the most serious of corn pests in the corn belt. The adults are general feeders, but the larvae feed almost
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\footnote{Contribution No. 41, Entomology Section}
EXCLUSIVELY ON THE ROOTS OF CORN; THEY WILL USUALLY DIE IF CORN IS NOT AVAILABLE. THE ADULTS FEED ON THE FOLIAGE AND CORN SILK OF GROWING PLANTS AND GREATLY REDUCE THE NUMBER OF KERNELS FORMED. THE EGGS OVERWINTER AND THERE IS BUT ONE GENERATION PER YEAR.

THE BANDED CUCUMBER BEETLE IS MOST IMPORTANT ON CUCUMBERS AND CORN BUT IS A GENERAL FEEDER AND IS FOUND ON A WIDE VARIETY OF HOST PLANTS. IT IS A SOUTHERN SPECIES AND OCCURS FROM FLORIDA TO TEXAS. SINCE 1958 IT HAS BECOME AN INCREASINGLY IMPORTANT PEST ON SWEET POTATO IN LOUISIANA. THE LARVAE FEED ON THE SURFACE OF THE ROOTS CAUSING LOSS IN MARKET VALUE OF THE POTATO. THERE ARE SIX OR SEVEN GENERATIONS PER YEAR IN LOUISIANA (PITRE AND KANTACK, 1962, p 904).

THE WESTERN CORN ROOTWORM WAS ORIGINALLY RECORDED AS A PEST IN COLORADO ABOUT 1909 BUT HAS SINCE SPREAD EASTWARD TO THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. IT IS OCCASIONALLY SERIOUS AND WAS THE MOST IMPORTANT CORN PEST IN MANY CORN GROWING COUNTIES IN NORTHERN KANSAS IN 1953 (BURKHALT, 1954, p 691). ITS LIFE HISTORY IS SIMILAR TO THAT OF THE NORTHERN CORN ROOTWORM. THE ADULT CAN BE DISTINGUISHED FROM THE OTHER SPECIES OF THIS GENUS IN THAT IT BEARS THREE LONGITUDINAL DARK STRIPES ON THE ELYTRA.

CONTROL: CULTURAL CONTROL METHODS ARE OFTEN EFFECTIVE FOR THE ROOTWORMS. ROTATION OF CROPS IS SUGGESTED FOR ALL SPECIES BUT IS MOST EFFECTIVE FOR THOSE WHICH ARE SPECIFIC TO CORN AND OVERWINTER IN THE EGG STAGE. DELAYING THE PLANTING DATE OFTEN REDUCES THE DAMAGE CAUSED BY THE FIRST GENERATION LARVAE OF THE SOUTHERN CORN ROOTWORM. PLOWING IN THE EARLY SPRING OR THE FALL AND FREQUENT CULTIVATION ARE RECOMMENDED TO REDUCE THE POPULATION OF MOST SPECIES.

SOIL INSECTICIDES ARE VERY EFFECTIVE IN CONTROLLING THE CORN ROOTWORMS. THESE CAN BE BROADCAST AND DISKED INTO THE SOIL, MIXED WITH FERTILIZER, OR MIXED WITH THE SEED. DUSTS, GRANULAR FORMATIONS, EMLUSIONS, AND WETTABLE POWDERS MAY ALL BE USED. THE FOLLOWING INSECTICIDES ARE EFFECTIVE; THE DOSAGES ARE EXPRESSED IN POUNDS OF ACTUAL CHEMICAL PER ACRE: ALDRIN, HEPTACHLOR OR DIELDRIN AT 0.5 TO 2, CHLORDANE 1 TO 3, AND DDT AT 6. THE MATERIALS TO BE USED FOR TREATING CORN AND SMALL GRAIN SEEDS INCLUDE ALDRIN, HEPTACHLOR, DIELDRIN, OR LINDANE, 4 OZ., 25 PER CENT WETTABLE POWDER PER BUSHEL, OR CHLORDANE, 2 OZ., 50 PER CENT WETTABLE POWDER PER BUSHEL, APPLIED BEFORE PLANTING.

INSECTICIDES ARE ESSENTIAL FOR CONTROL OF THE CUCUMBER BEETLES. THESE CAN BE APPLIED AS DUSTS OR SPRAYS. DUSTS CONTAINING 1 PER CENT ROTENONE, 3 PER CENT DDT, 5 PER CENT MALATHION OR METHOXYCHLOR, OR 50 PER CENT CYCLOLITE AT 25 TO 35 POUNDS PER ACRE ARE EFFECTIVE. SPRAYS CONTAINING 4 POUNDS OF DERRIS OR CUBE POWDER (4 PER CENT ROTENONE), 5 POUNDS OF CYCLOLITE, 2 POUNDS OF 50 PER CENT PURIFIED DDT OR MALATHION WETTABLE POWDER, OR 4 POUNDS OF 50 PER CENT METHOXYCHLOR WETTABLE POWDER, ARE SUGGESTED.

ALL OF THE ABOVE RECOMMENDATIONS ARE FROM PEAIRS AND DAVIDSON, 1956, p 176-177, AND 324.
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